
        

Summer 2  

Miss Hay, Miss Bailey  
& Mrs Lees 

Year 1 

What a 
Wonderful 

World  

(Main topic) Cross-curricular 
Learning Links 

Are you ready to step into outer 
space? You will be in awe and 

wonder when you see what planets 
we have coming! 

‘WATCH THIS SPACE’’ 

National Curriculum Aims: 

Knowledge: 
To understand the earths movements in space  
To understand light and seeing 
Observe and name a variety of sources of light 

Skills: 

Observe the apparent movement of the sun during the day  

  

 
  

 

  

 

  

Writing 

This term is a very important term for us! We have our phonics screening 
assessment week beginning the 11th June 2018. We will be spending lots 
of time practicing our wonderful alien words and real words to help us 
along our way! In our literacy sessions we will be writing non-
chronological reports on exotic and unusual animals found from around 
the world, Writing recipes on food found around the globe and writing 
wonderful stories based on African animals. 

  

 

British Values/Oasis Ethos/SMSC/PSHE 

 

SMSC 

 
In SMSC this term we will be looking at 

Mutual Respect and 
Tolerance 

We all have the right to a good life.. 
 

Our Oasis Habit will focus on: 
Being Humble and 

Honest 
Our Oasis Ethos will  look into having ‘A deep 

sense that things can be changed and 
transformed’ 

And  ‘A desire to treat people equally 
respecting differences’ 

Science 

This term our knowledge will grow as we begin to understand the 
earth’s movements in space! We will be learning about light 

sources. One question we will ask is… Why do owls hunt at night? 
And through our learning about nocturnal animals and the earth’s 
movement in space we will be able to explain why! Our skills will 

also grow in science this term as we observe the apparent 
movement of the sun during the day through creating shadows and 

watching them move! 
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Music Express 

 

Travel 
Beat 

 
Water 
Pitch 

  

 

 

LINK 

RE 

Knowledge: 
Learn about religion and belief. 
Skills: 
Children to begin to use a range of 
religious words. 
 
June Ramadan 
-July  Eid-Ul-Fitr  

  

 

PE 

In PE this term we will be focusing on 
Striking and fielding. Tennis and cricket, 
Athletics, Sprinting and relays, preparing 

us for our Big yearly Sports Day! 

  

  

History 

In history we will Use artefacts, 
pictures & stories to find out 
about the past in and around 
Watermead and around the 

world! We will also be learning 
all about the Great Moon 

Landing in 1969. 

Geography 

In geography we will name, 
locate and identify 

characteristics of the four 
countries & capital cities of the 
UK and  it’s surrounding seas. 

We will learn how to use maps, 
globes and atlases to help us 
identify different continents, 

countries, cities and      
landmarks from our Wonderful 

World. 

 

Computing 

Developmental Logic 
  

 

Maths Mastery 

In maths we will continue to learn how to Master a concept in 
depth with our mastery challenges in addition, subtraction, 

multiplication and division. We will be learning how to make 
connections in our learning through using our number knowledge. 

We will also investigate capacity during the hotter days 
investigating full, half full, and empty and a litre using space -

coloured water! 

  

  

  

  

Fabulous Finish 

Come along top our World shop 
and see what you may like to buy! 

We will have Aboriginal art, 
African tribal jewellery and much 

more!  

Art and Design Technology 

This term we Describe the work of notable artists,  artisans 
and designers from around the world. We will look at 

patterns and print  from different countries and cultures. 
We will design, create and evaluate an African clay water 
pot using sculpture and different tools to create patterns 
just like those that are used today! We will create Tribal 

jewellery  and explore the technique used in Aboriginal Art. 

 

 


